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Welcome to the Kanopy
Marketing Academy!
Kanopy has been hearing from customers loudly and clearly
that you need more tools to market our streaming video
platform to patrons. Well, we’ve decided to take it a few steps
further, providing a self-guided program for easily and costeffectively creating, implementing and measuring your own
strategic Kanopy marketing plan that works.
Throughout this guide you’ll find tips and tricks that each of
us have found useful, as well as some of the things that have
steered us in the wrong direction. And, we’ll help you every
step of the way!
Sincerely, the Kanopy Marketing Team

Julieta Loaiza

Josh Garcia

Marketing Coordinator Marketing Manager

Product Marketing
Manager

Wendy Chamberlain

Marty Mullarkey

Diesel Mullarkey

Content Marketing

Sr. Director of
Marketing

Barketing Support
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This guide will cover...

01
Getting started

02
Reaching new cardholders and
engaging existing ones
Understanding your target markets
Developing and implementing tailored campaigns
Introductory email
Weekly “new and noteworthy” notifications
Public relations
Monthly Content Update
Social media

03
Tracking and measuring
marketing success
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Collaboration with schools
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This guide includes a
plethora of images, copy,
and more to help you achieve
marketing success.

Each section provides a program overview, “how-to” tutorial, plugand-play materials, and two to three action items required to complete
the Academy. Once you complete the self-paced Academy, which
should only take a few hours to implement, you’ll be prompted to send
us your results and will then be issued a Kanopy Marketing
Academy certificate.
If you already have a marketing plan in place, you are welcome to
leverage any of our accompanying materials and tools, some of which
are available in both English and Spanish.
Note that while this guide is intended to be used to promote Kanopy,
it can certainly apply to your other digital resources as well.

Weekly Office Hours
As part of this exciting new program, Kanopy’s marketing team
will conduct a weekly office hour each Friday at 9am PST to
answer any questions and help you along the way.

Pre-register for a session
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We’re Here for You!
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Getting started

Get your Tools
Before you begin, we suggest that you acquire

Miss Juneteenth

the following tools, many of which are freely
available. Click on a service’s logo to learn more
on their website.
Google Office
Free

Press Release
Distribution Software
Free and optional

Email Distribution
Service
Free and paid plans

Social Media Accounts

If managing multiple social media accounts is problematic,
we suggest starting with NextDoor, where you can “push”
news to your community, no “followers” required.

Graphic Editing
and Design Tools
Free and paid plans

Although not required, an image and document editing tool
like Canva or Adobe Acrobat Pro makes it easy to edit any
templates we provide including adding your library’s logo.
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Free and paid plans
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Reaching new cardholders
and engaging existing ones

Know Your Target Markets
Before you get started, it is a good idea to have a strong
understanding of your community’s demographics, both as a
whole and as they pertain to your current cardholders. This
may help you prioritize your marketing campaigns and develop
specific programs based on user type. County-by-county
demographic information should be openly available on the
United States Census Bureau website.

The Bookshop

Example:

What percentage is 18 years and older?
How many are ages 65 and above?
How many are non-English speaking and which
languages do they speak?
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What percentage of your population is under age 5?
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Set Benchmarks
Prior to implementing your marketing program, it
is important to set benchmarks for comparison.
Note that guestimates are fine as needed.

The Librarian

You too can be a hero to

Key metrics include:
Total number of cardholders prior to

your library with an effective
marketing plan!

implementing your marketing plan?
Number of active cardholders prior to
implementing your marketing plan?
Total number of active Kanopy users prior
to implementing your marketing plan?
Please reach out to your Kanopy account
representative if you need assistance.
Total number of potential (not existing)
cardholders reached monthly through
marketing programs prior to implementing

Academy Action Items
Acquire your necessary marketing tools.
Establish your benchmarks. These will be required for assessing
program success so be sure to save them.
If possible, gain a stronger understanding of your target markets.
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your Kanopy marketing plan?
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Developing & Implementing
Target Campaigns
Introduce Kanopy to Your Patrons
For immediate awareness and results, we
recommend promoting Kanopy on your website,
and we offer a number of banner ads that are
ready-to-go.

A Crushing Love

For best results, remember
to always use an image
with your posts! Not
only do pictures increase
engagement from your
patrons, they help visualize
what you are promoting.

Please also introduce Kanopy to your existing
patrons, preferably via an individual email blast or
article in your existing newsletter. Access readyto-go copy here.

Julieta Loaiza
Marketing Manager

Academy Action Items
Post a Kanopy banner ad on your library website.
Send the intro email to patrons, either via separate email blast
(preferable) or in your current newsletter.
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Note that many of our materials are “read only” in Google docs.
To edit, download the document and save it to your computer.
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Leverage Our Weekly
Email Updates
Every Friday and Tuesday, Kanopy distributes an
email promoting newly added and noteworthy
titles directly to your patrons if they have
established an account with us.
Note that these email updates are suited for all
audiences – there is something for everyone.
To further promote Kanopy, we suggest signing
up for a Kanopy account then forwarding the
weekly email to your entire email list of patrons.
Need help creating an account? Visit our
support page.

Kanopy has had great success with
this program and are experiencing
a 5% increase in activity weekover-week.

Academy Action Items
Sign up to receive Kanopy weekly email updates by creating a
Kanopy account at your library.
Forward the weekly email to all of your patrons.
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Kelsey Slavich
Marketing Coordinator
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Promote Our Credit-Free Films

Each month, Kanopy offers our United
States and Canada library customers
nine films that they may offer patrons,
credit free, no charge, for a month.
To access our credit-free toolkit, go to
our digital resources page, select your
territory, and select the “Credit-Free
Viewing” option.

We started offering our
free films program at the
beginning of the pandemic to
help budget-strapped libraries
meet the rising demand for
streaming video. Due to its
popularity, we are extending
this program in 2021.
Wendy Chamberlain
Content Marketing

Academy Action Items
Go to the monthly free films toolkit and promote the most current
version to your patrons via email and social media.
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Download the credit-free toolkit
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Get Noticed through Public Relations
An ongoing PR program is perhaps the most effective way to build
awareness, especially among potential cardholders in the 30+ age
range, who are more likely to read the news via traditional outlets
vs. social media.
To get started:
• Identify key outlets including local daily newspapers, local TV and
radio stations, online magazines, and blogs.
• Determine the appropriate contact (e.g. entertainment
reporters for larger publications, the editor in chief, or
general interest reporters for smaller outlets). Most
contact information is easily available on the outlets’
websites.
• Build a target list in Google Sheets or other programs
like Excel, which can easily be imported into email
distribution platforms. Be sure to include first name, last
name, title, “beat” or area of interest, email and phone
along with a column to track notes.
• Identify a library media spokesperson, if it is not you.
• Distribute an introductory email and press release announcing
Kanopy along with an example of Kanopy’s existing, weekly “what’s
streaming now” notice that can be leveraged by the media on an
ongoing basis, See our ready-to-go press release template here and

• If possible, schedule Zoom meetings with reporters and editors and
build your relationships.
• For greater exposure, distribute your press release over a free PR
distribution service like PRLog.
• Showcase media coverage on your library website and consider
launching a “news” section if you do not have one already. This site
should also contain your contact information for media inquiries.
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our media intro letter here.
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Tip: When you receive coverage (e.g. a newspaper article) be sure and track
how many potential people the outlet reaches, which will be required as part of
your Kanopy Marketing Academy assessment. You can often find readership/
circulation numbers in the Advertising or About sections of the outlet’s website, or
by calling reception and asking.

Academy Action Items
Build your target list on newspapers, TV outlets, blogs etc.
(also known as your “media list”).
Email your Kanopy intro memo and press release to your media list.

Date

Media Outlet

Coverage

Reach (Readership or
Circulation)

Example
1/28

Half Moon Bay
Review

Kanopy launch

20,000

Total Reach

Your total PR reach is required as part of your Kanopy Marketing Academy assessment.
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Results Tracker (Optional)
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Monthly Content Update
To keep you regularly updated on how we’re
growing our catalog, we’ve released an all new
view of our catalog showing the top releases of
the month. In this new view, you’ll find a wealth

The Fits

of information:
• Regular, near comprehensive update of new Kanopy releases
• Downloadable JPGs to help you promote Kanopy on social media
• Product link for each film where you can find details such as
director, featured artists, year made, synopsis, and more

January’s Monthly Content Update
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View the monthly update
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Increase Card Holders and
Usage through Social Media
and Monthly Updates
Posting to social media sites can be a very effective way to market
Kanopy. While NextDoor, Facebook and Twitter are better suited to
more mature audiences, sites like Instagram and TikTok are better for
reaching younger patrons and potential new cardholders.

Using the Kanopysupplied text and
images, your NextDoor
post should be ready
to post, similar to the
image on the right
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It is important to note that building your base of social media followers
on sites like Twitter and Instagram can take time and effort. That’s
why we suggest commencing your social media campaign using
NextDoor, where you can directly reach members of your community,
no followers required. To make it easy for you to post on social media,
Kanopy Marketing will send you monthly content updates featuring
new and must-see videos in JPEG format. An archive of monthly
videos is available here.
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First, post your intro letter to get to know your community and set the
stage for future messages.
1. Visit www.nextdoor.com and create a personal account.
2. Click on “Post a message…” at the top of the screen once in
NextDoor.
3. Select “General” as your category.
4. Copy and paste your introductory memo.
5. Share with everyone in your network.

To repost Kanopy’s monthly update in NextDoor:
1. Locate your monthly update from Kanopy,
2. Click on “Post a message..”.at the top of the screen once in NextDoor.
3. Select “General” as your category.
4. Add any copy (see example below).
5. Upload the JPEG from your computer.
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6. Share with everyone in your network.
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To build your base of social media followers on platforms like Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram, we suggest regularly posting Kanopy’s monthly
update along with links to other videos you think your community would
find of interest and share with others. It is also a good idea to include links to
your social sites in everything you do, from your website, materials and even
your staff’s email footers.

Social Media Resources
Kanopy offers ready-to-go social media posts.
Access your resources here.

Tip: Whenever you post on social media, be sure to track the potential

number of people reached as this is required for your Academy assessment.
For NextDoor, this number is the entire number of members in each of your

Academy Action Items
Establish a NextDoor account.
Distribute the Kanopy intro email on NextDoor.
Post a monthly Kanopy email update on NextDoor.
If possible, post a Kanopy advertisement and monthly update
on Facebook and Twitter.
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target communities.
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NextDoor isn’t just for
finding lost cats and
reporting stray dogs.
If done right it’s a highly
effective way to market
to your community.
Diesel Mullarkey
Barketing Support

Results Tracker (Optional)
Date

Social Site

Message

Reach (# of viewers)

Example
1/28

NextDoor

Kanopy weekly
content update

10,000

Use your total reach when taking your
Kanopy Marketing Academy assessment.
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Total Reach
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Collaborate with Local Schools
Kanopy recently conducted a survey of more than 700 public
libraries that showed the vast majority would like to better
collaborate with local K-12 schools, and to a lesser extent
community colleges and universities.
Similar to your PR campaign, we suggest building a target list of
teachers and educators, then reaching out to show how you can
support them.

To get started:
• Identify local public and private schools in
your community.
• Build your target list using Google sheets
or other software like Excel. Most teachers’
contact information is easily available on
the schools’ website. Be sure to include
first name, last name, the subjects they
teach if possible, email address and phone
number along with a section for notes.
• Send out introductory emails to
elementary schools, middle schools and
high schools.
• This email includes sample emails
promoting Kanopy and relevant titles by
age group.
• If possible, schedule one-on-one or group Zoom meetings to
build relationships and start collaborating.
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that teachers can forward to students
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Academy Action Items
Build your target list of educators, separated by school level.
Distribute Kanopy’s introductory email and request for
Kanopy promotion.

Tip: Track how many teachers received your email and, If possible, how
many students received the notification about Kanopy forwarded to them by
their educators. This will be helpful during your assessment and goes toward
your benchmark of reaching new potential patrons.

Date

Schools

# of Teachers Emailed

# Students reached through
email from teachers

Example
1/28

Hatch Elementary
School

17

800

Total Reach

Use your total reach when taking your Kanopy Marketing Academy assessment.
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Results Tracker (Optional)
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Tracking and measuring
marketing success

Once you have completed the Kanopy Marketing
Academy, please take this brief assessment to

The Farewell

analyze your results. Note that you will need to
enter the benchmarks you established prior
to beginning.

The assessment questions will include the following:
Prior to implementing
your Kanopy
marketing plan

After implementing
your Kanopy
marketing plan

Total number of
cardholders
Number of active
cardholders

Total number of potential
(not existing) cardholders
reached monthly through
marketing programs
Note this should be your total reach for your PR, social media and school collaboration initiatives.

After you complete your questionnaire, we will send you your
Kanopy Marketing Academy Certificate of Completion.
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Total number of active
Kanopy users
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Thank you for
participating!
Diesel,
Barketing Support
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